It was the future. And the future was bad.

In the year 2017, butts were the big thing. And I mean that literally. Butts has become so popular, that butt implants
had surpassed all other cosmetic surgery combined. Twerking had become a national sport, with Beyonce winning
Gold in the 2016 summer Olympics. It was a golden time for butts. But (pun intended) things couldn't last.

In 2020, a council was called by some evil people, called the anti anus society who I guess represent Republicans.
They decided all the butt stuff had to stop. And somehow they took control of the government or something because I
guess they distracted people who like butt stuff from voting with free anal bleachings or something.

The AAS then banned butts. Using some crazy ass genetic engineering, they infected the water so that all babies
born didn't have butts. It was like spongebob fuckin squarepants back there. Never again was the question 'do he got
the booty' asked, because the answer was always 'no'.

A new society of no butts was emerging. And it sucked, because there was no butts. Anal sex was also outlawed,
and to enforce it, everyone had to have a motion detector up their butt. But (pun intended) that didn't work out very
well, so they had to make it so that the motion detector ignored brown stuff because people had to take a shit and
kept getting arrested on the potty. But then basically as long as you weren't white or asian, you could stick you dick
in someone's butt and the motion detector would ignore it. So I guess that's sort of racist? It's totally homophobic
though. How else gay people supposed to fuck? A blowie is only so good.

So yeah, it was a really shitty (pun intended) time for everyone.

But then.... A hero was born.

His name was Harry Butts (I know right like what are the fuckin chances). He was a scientist, and he was really
smart. He also missed the days where butts roamed free, and butts were everywhere. He decided that he would rebuttify the world once and for all.

So he invented this crazy device, that if you shot it at anyone, it would make their butt grow back! It was super
awesome! So he shot it at this crazy satelite, and the satelite like, reflected it to all these other satteleits and then
they reflected the beam down on like, all the people on earth, and everyone grew this GLORIOUS giant ass and there
was crying of happy and it was all really good and the AAS got their stupid dicks cut off and everyone twerked forever
and ever. The End. Shit I forgot to make a 'uranus' joke.

